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ABSTRACT
Graphs are everywhere in our lives: social networks, the
World Wide Web, biological networks, and many more.
These graphs are growing at unprecedented rate, now ex-
ceeding billions of nodes and edges. What are the patterns
and anomalies in such massive graphs? How to design scal-
able algorithms to find them? What visual analytics tech-
niques to use to make sense of such massive graphs? And
what kind of real-world problems, associated with the Web
and social media, can we solve with such tools? These are
exactly the goals of this tutorial.

We start with important graph algorithms that are central
to graph mining and pattern discoveries, including graph-
based anomaly detection techniques (complement of pattern
discoveries) that are playing increasingly important role in
exploratory analysis and helping users gain insight into data.
Then we describe how to scale up these techniques to mas-
sive graphs with billions of nodes. Finally, we discuss how
our aforementioned techniques help solve real-world prob-
lems that make impact to society (e.g., fraud/malware de-
tection, recommendations, community detection).

1. INTRODUCTION

Aims & Learning Objectives.
Graphs are everywhere: social networks, computer net-

works, mobile call networks, the World Wide Web [4], pro-
tein interaction networks, and many more. The lower cost
of disk storage, the success of social networking websites
and Web 2.0 applications, and the high availability of data
sources lead to graphs being generated at unprecedented
size. They are now measured in terabytes or even petabytes,
with millions and billions of nodes and edges.

Finding patterns on large graphs have a lot of applications
including cyber security on the Web [21], social media min-
ing (Facebook, Twitter) [15], and fraud detection [9], among
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others. This tutorial will cover topics related to finding pat-
terns and anomalies and sensemaking in large-scale graphs
with applications to real-world problems in social media and
the Web. Specifically, we aim to answer the following ques-
tions: How can we scale up graph mining algorithms for
massive graphs with billions of edges? How can we find
anomalies in such large-scale graphs? How can we make
sense of disk-resident large graphs, what and how can we
do visual analytics? How can we use the algorithms and
anomaly detection techniques to solve challenging real-world
problems that play key role in social media and the Web?

Our tutorial consists of three main parts. We start with
scalable algorithms for large graph mining for billion-scale
graphs, including structure analysis, eigensolvers, storage
and indexing, and graph layout and graph compression. Next
we describe anomaly detection techniques for large scale
graphs with applications on social media. Finally, we discuss
visual analytics techniques which leverage these algorithms
and anomaly detection techniques in the previous parts.

Relation to WSDM Areas.
Our tutorial is broadly relevant to all major WSDM areas:

Web Search, Web Mining and Social Search and Mining ; as
we will cover foundational and scalable algorithms and tech-
niques that support WSDM-related research. Our focus on
discussing applications for the web and social media further
strengthen our tutorial’s relevance.

Relation to Previous Tutorials by the Authors.
We list the similarities and differences between this tuto-

rial and the authors’ previous tutorials.

• A version of this tutorial for a general graph mining au-
dience was delivered at ASONAM’131, which attracted
over 30 attendees and had received favorable feedback.
This WSDM offering will be enhanced and tailored for
the WSDM community, with emphasis on the Web and
social media, in addition to scalability.

• A portion of the algorithms part (Section 2.1) of this
tutorial appeared in SIGMOD’12 tutorial“Mining Billion-
Scale Graphs: Patterns and Algorithms”2. We extend
it to include graph storage and indexing techniques
in very large graphs with billions of nodes and edges.
The main novelties in this tutorial are emphasis on

1http://web.kaist.ac.kr/~ukang/TALKS/
13-ASONAM-tutorial/
2http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~christos/TALKS/
12-SIGMOD-tutorial/
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anomaly detection, as well as recent developments in
visual analytics for large graphs.

• Akoglu has taught two related tutorials on graph anomaly
detection (Section 2.2): “What is Strange in Large
Networks? Graph-based Irregularity and Fraud De-
tection” (ICDM’12, 4hrs)3, and “Anomaly, Event, and
Fraud Detection in Large Graph Datasets”(WSDM’13,
6hrs)4. Different from those, this tutorial will focus on
the scalability aspects and challenges of graph anomaly
detection techniques for massive scale graphs.

Related Tutorials at Similar Conferences.
There have been tutorials on graph mining, anomaly de-

tection in general, but most did not focus on the problems
and techniques one is confronted with when mining massive,
tera- to peta-scale graphs. Our main contribution we aim
to introduce with this tutorial is the scalability aspects of
graph mining algorithms, tools, and their applications.

• Anomaly Detection: A Tutorial, [ICDM’11] by S. Chawla
and V. Chandola.

• Outlier Detection Techniques, [KDD’10] by H.-P. Kriegel,
P. Kröger, and A. Zimek.

• Large-scale data mining: MapReduce and Beyond [KDD’10]
by S. Papadimitriou, J. Sun, R. Yan.

• Graph mining [ICDE’09, CIKM’08, KDD’04] by C.
Faloutsos.

• Scope and Challenges of Visual Analytics [IEEE Visu-
alization, 2007] by D. A. Keim and J. Thomas.

The main focus of our tutorial is scalability, i.e. notably
different from, while being complementary to these earlier
tutorials. More specifically,

1. Unlike the previous tutorials on graph mining, we focus
on scalable graph mining, and cover a comprehensive
list of techniques to scale graph mining algorithms to
disk-resident massive-scale graphs.

2. Unlike the previous tutorials on anomaly detection, we
focus specifically on finding abnormalities in (large)
graph datasets.

3. In addition, we focus on large-scale graph visualization
and sensemaking, and highlight the real-world appli-
cations of our presented tools and algorithms in the
wild, including fraud and malware detection.

Length.
We plan to deliver a half-day tutorial, and will be happy

to adjust its length according to the conference’s schedule.
We will spend 1/3 of the time on algorithms; 1/3 on anomaly
detection, and 1/3 on applications and visualization, which
we describe in detail in Section 2.

Target Audience.
The target audience consists of social network, data bases,

and data mining professionals who wish to have a com-
prehensive understandings on large-scale graph mining and
management algorithms, applications, and anomaly detec-
tion tools. The audience will learn recent developments on
big graph mining and how they could utilize these tools for
real-world problems that they are facing with in the wild.
3http://www.cs.stonybrook.edu/~leman/icdm12/
4http://www.cs.stonybrook.edu/~leman/wsdm13/

2. TUTORIAL FORMAT & OUTLINE
Our tutorial consists of three inter-related parts.

• Scalable Algorithms, focusing on large graph mining
on Hadoop, including structure analysis, eigensolver,
storage/indexing, and graph layout/compression;

• Anomaly Detection, introducing anomaly detection tech-
niques in graph datasets as well as graph algorithms
that help with anomaly detection in relational data,
highlighting anomaly detection applications in social
media and Web, such as intrusion detection, commu-
nity outliers, social malware (soc-ware), etc.

• Applications and Visualization, leveraging algorithms
and anomaly detection techniques mentioned in the
previous parts for real-world applications including fraud,
spam, malware, etc. detection, and sensemaking and
analysis of billion-node graphs.

In what follows, we describe the goals and deliverables of
each part in detail.

2.1 Scalable Algorithms for Large Graphs
How to scale up the algorithms for mining very large

graphs which do not fit in memory, or disks of a single ma-
chine? How to use parallelism? We describe how to design
and implement such algorithms on Hadoop. The algorithms
are general and cover diverse cases including the structural
analysis, eigensolver, storage/indexing, and compression.

Structure Analysis. How can we find connected com-
ponents, diameter, PageRank, and node proximities of very
large graphs quickly? Furthermore, how can we design a
general primitive which can be applied to many different al-
gorithms? We describe GIM-V (Generalized Iterative Matrix-
Vector multiplication) [20], an important primitive which
unifies many seemingly different algorithms including con-
nected components, diameter [18, 19], PageRank, and node
proximities. We also describe how to develop fast algorithms
for GIM-V on MapReduce framework.

Eigensolver. Given a billion-scale graph, how can we
find near-cliques, the count of triangles, and related graph
properties? All of them can be found quickly if we have the
first several eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the adjacency
matrix of the graph [32, 26]. Despite their importance, how-
ever, existing eigensolvers do not scale well. We introduce
HEigen [15], an eigensolver for billion-scale, sparse matri-
ces. We describe the design decisions and fast algorithms
that enable the scalable billion-scale eigensolver.

Storage and Indexing. How to store and index graph
edge files so that graph mining queries can be answered
quickly? Graph storage and indexing are important espe-
cially for targeted graph mining queries whose answers re-
quire the access to only parts of the graph. Examples of
targeted queries include k-step in/out-neighbors, and egonet
queries. We describe how to store and index the nonzero
elements in the adjacency matrix of the graphs to quickly
answer graph mining queries [16].

Graph Layout and Compression. Given a real world
graph, how should we lay-out its edges? How can we com-
press it? These questions are closely related, and the typical
approach so far is to find clique-like communities, like the
‘cavemen graph’, and compress them. We show that the
block-diagonal mental image of the ‘cavemen graph’ is the
wrong paradigm, in full agreement with earlier results that

http://www.cs.stonybrook.edu/~leman/icdm12/
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real world graphs have no good cuts. We describe the re-
cent development for graph compression, called SlashBurn
method [14] which has several advantages: (a) it avoids the
‘no good cuts’ problem, (b) it gives better compression, and
(c) it leads to faster execution, which are the back-bone of
most graph processing tools [17, 20].

2.2 Anomaly Detection in Graphs and Appli-
cations on Social Media and the Web

The second part of the tutorial will delve into the ‘detect-
ing rare occurrences in large graphs’ problem. This prob-
lem domain has numerous applications in security, finance,
health care, law enforcement, etc. such as detecting net-
work intrusion or network failure, credit card fraud, insur-
ance claim fraud, accounting fraud, email, Web, or opinion
spam, auction fraud, and many others.

Different from earlier tutorials on the outlier/anomaly de-
tection topic, we will focus on the problem domain for graph
(or network, relational) data. Data objects interlinked by
edges in a graph representation have long-range correlations,
and hence the problem of finding patterns and anomalies in
graphs require novel technology, the problem becoming more
challenging with scale and dynamicity.

The goal of this third part of the tutorial is two: (1) to
provide a comprehensive and unified overview of the state-
of-the-art techniques for anomaly detection in massive data
represented as graphs, and (2) to highlight anomaly detec-
tion applications in social media. The proposed contribu-
tions/parts of this part are the following.

1. Graph-based anomaly detection at large-scale: We give
a comprehensive overview of abnormality detection tech-
niques for graph data, and discuss how to scale these
techniques to massive graphs (this is in complement
with the first part of the tutorial). Relevant references
include [29, 12, 23, 10, 2, 30].

2. Social Media and Web Applications: We carefully iden-
tify the application areas of anomaly detection on so-
cial media platforms and the Web, such as soc-ware
detection in Facebook [27], “like-bathing” on Facebook
[3], detection of spammers, fake celebrities, and spam
links on Twitter [33], provocateurs in online comments
and forums, vandalism on Wikipedia [28], and more.

2.3 Applications and Visualization for Graphs
The last part of the tutorial discusses how the scalable

graph algorithms and anomaly detection techniques presented
in our previous parts can help solve large-scale, real world
problems that make impact to society, and to help solve
challenging problems in visual analytics.

High-Impact Applications. We will discuss how scal-
able algorithms such as Belief Propagation (BP) [13] (in
Symantec’s Polonium technology [6]) is helping to protect
over 120 million people worldwide from malware, by infer-
ring every file’s reputation, flagging files with low reputation
as malware; the algorithm works over a massive graph that
describes over 37 billion machine-file relationships. We will
also discuss how variations of BP have been used in other
applications, such as spotting auction fraud (in NetProbe
[24]) and accounting fraud (in Snare [22]).

We will discuss how to leverage eigenvectors computed
by scalable eigensolver to spot anomalies in graphs such as
near-cliques (e.g., close-knit groups in mobile call graph)

and near-bipartite cores (e.g., reusing citations by patents
filed by the same company). Pairs of eigenvectors form the
EigenSpokes pattern [25] which, when plotted against each
other, form highly separate lines. Other applications include
using graph mining to spot web spam [11], fraudulent “likes”
on Facebook [3], insider trading [31], and more.

Visual Analytics. Traditionally, visualization systems
rely heavily on the user manually picking what to visualize
or analyze. But for large graphs, finding a good starting
point to investigate becomes a difficult task, as users can no
longer visually distill points of interest. We will present a
recent idea called Attention Routing [5] that aims to over-
come this critical problem in visual analytics, which lever-
ages graph-based anomaly techniques (e.g., OddBall [2]) to
channel users’ attention to interesting nodes or subgraphs
which may represent good starting points for analysis.

Merely locating good starting points is not enough, how-
ever. It is often important to help users understand the
context surrounding those starting points (e.g., who are the
neighbors?) However, this presents serious problems for
massive graphs: a node in such graphs can easily have thou-
sands of neighbors. Where should the user go next? Which
neighbors to show? We will present several interactive, mixed-
initiative systems that combine scalable graph mining tech-
niques with intuitive user interfaces to help people explore
large graphs, such as 1) Apolo [8] which incorporate users’
feedback, as to which nodes are relevant nodes, and use that
to recommend which other areas the user may want to see
next; 2) Graphite [7] that finds both exact and approximate
matches for user-specified subgraphs, which is particularly
useful when the user has some idea about the kind of sub-
graphs to look for, but is not able to describe it precisely; 3)
OPAvion [1] which provides an interactive user interface for
the user to interact with a distributed computation module
that does the heavy lifting of graph mining.

3. ABOUT THE INSTRUCTORS
U Kang is an assistant professor in Computer Science De-
partment at KAIST. He received the 2013 KDD Dissertation
Award, Honorable Mention. He won two best paper awards,
and he has published many refereed articles in major data
mining and database venues. He holds two U.S. patents.
His research interests include data mining in big graphs. He
leads the research on award-winning Pegasus [20].
Leman Akoglu is an assistant professor at Stony Brook
University. She received her Ph.D. from Carnegie Mellon
University in 2012. Her research has won 2 “Best Paper”
awards, and led to several peer-reviewed publications in ma-
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Georgia Tech’s College of Computing. His Ph.D. thesis
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